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The food lovers in all parts of the world always find out the best eating joints for them that serve the
best quality food exhaling in freshness, taste and flavor. There are lots of people who love to relish
the freshly baked goodies and beverages and for them cinnabon Mumbai is the first choice. The
name Cinnabon stands for the delightful tiny bakery and cafÃ© where you can get all favourite items
and beverages, all in one place. Having outlets in Carter Road, Breach Candy, Palinaka and Juhu in
Mumbai, cinnabon Mumbai is the most favoured choice for the foodies who always look to tickle
their taste buds with yammy baked goodies.

Cinnabon Mumbai offers an assortment of sandwiches, rolls, sweets and beverages to the foodies.
Here you can try out the mind boggling Fire Raost Veg Sandwich, Truly Gourmet Veg Sandwich or
Mushroom Chillil Cheese Brust with extra cheese to satisfy your palate. If you are fond of rolls, the
Cinnabon has so much for you, like Cinnabon Classic Roll, Minibon Classic Roll, Double Combo
Roll, Pecanbon Roll and Triple Combo roll. A wide range of yummy sweets are also there for you,
when it is Cinnabon you can simply not miss the Cinnabon Classic, Cinnabon Stix, Carmel
Pecanobon or Chocobon.

Cinnabon Mumbai is the most visited destination for the foodies who love to come over here to
enjoy a great time with a hot cup of espresso or Americano coffee with your choicest flavours like
Almond, hazelnut or chocolate cookie. For the tea lovers Cinnabon is an ideal destination with
choices of Assam tea, green tea and masala tea. What draws the foodies most to this place is 'hot
out of the oven' specialties like Caramel Cinnabon classic, Pecanbon, Chocobon or Cinnabon bites
or sticks. If you like to have something in cold, do not miss out the Chillatas or the Lemon Mint
Mojito of this place. The best part of Cinnabon Mumbai is you can have all these goodies and
beverages at affordable prices and the delicious goodies are available in take away packs as well
so that you can share the delight with your entire family. You can order online and get it right at your
home fast.

For ordering food online or for table booking justeat.in is the ideal place. Placing orders for your
favourite items on this premier site, you can avail excellent offers.
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